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ABSTRACT 
Security in Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET) is the most important concern for the basic functionality of network.In this 
paper, we focus on analysing and improving the security against blackhole attack for one of the most popular hybrid ad hoc 
routing protocol in MANET viz. zone routing protocol. We have proposed an algorithm Secure Detection Technique (SDT) for 
ZRP protocol which can be used to prevent black hole attack in MANETs.This is a novel technique for detecting and blocking 
of black hole node in zone based network.It is less complex and inexpensive. It is efficient for secure routing in mobile ad hoc 
environment where network is divided into zones. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Mobile ad-hoc network is a collection of mobile nodes that dynamically forms a temporary network without using any 
centralized base station or access point and with no pre-established infrastructure. Mobile ad hoc networks are uniquely 
characterized by the several factors that differentiate them for conventional wired or wireless networks in terms of 
absence of a fixed infrastructure, mobility, shared channel and limited bandwidth. MANET must have a secure 
transmission and communication and this is a quite challenging and important issue as there is increasing threats of 
attack on the Mobile Networks.  
Mobile ad hoc networks are more prone to security threats due to dynamic topology and mobility of nodes than 
conventional wired and wireless network. Traditional routing protocols do not address security and are based on mutual 
trust relationship. Security issues are less complex for nodes communicating within small area, but when we consider 
large area, we have to do many things related to security. For our convenience, we divide a large network into number 
of zones. 

2. PROTOCOLS USED IN MOBILE AD HOC NETWORK 
Mobile ad hoc networks are basically classified into three categories based on how routing information is acquired and 
maintainedwhile nodes are freely roam and organize themselves in arbitrary fashion. These are: 

 2.1 Proactive protocol 
Proactive routing protocols or table driven routing protocols maintain consistent and up-to-date routing information 
about each node in the network [1]. Information is maintained in the form of routing table and when there is a 
change in network topology updating has to be made throughout the network. E.g. DSDV (Destination-Sequenced 
Distance Vector Routing) protocol and OLSR (Optimized Link State Routing) protocol. 

 2.2 Reactive protocol 
Reactive or on demand routing protocols, nodes only maintain the routes to active destinations. A route is established 
only on demand for every new destination. Therefore, the communication overhead is reduced at the cost of delay 
due to route search [2]. Furthermore, the rapidly changing topology may break an active route and cause subsequent 
route search [2]. Examples of reactive protocols are AODV (Ad hoc Distance Vector Routing) protocol and DSR 
(Dynamic Source Routing) protocol.  

 2.3 Hybrid protocol  
A hybrid protocol combines the characteristics of both the proactive and reactive routing protocols. An illustration of 
such a protocol is the Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP). In ZRP, topology is divided into zones and look for to utilize 
different routing protocols within and between the zones based on the weaknesses and strengths of these protocols 
[3]. 
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3. ZRP – ZONE ROUTING PROTOCOL 
ZRP (Zone Routing Protocol) is a wireless Ad hoc routing protocol uses both proactive routing and on-demand routing 
policies [4]. Proactive routing uses needless bandwidth to maintain routing information, while reactive routing involves 
route acquisition latency. Reactive routing also inefficiently floods the entire network during route establishment phase. 
The aimof Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) is to trace the problems by joining the best properties of both approaches. ZRP 
can be called as a hybrid reactive/proactive routing protocol [5]. 

 3.1 Architecture 
The architecture of Zone Routing Protocol is basically based on the concept of zones, in whicha large network is 
partitioned into number of zones and a routing zone is defined for each node separately, and the zones of 
neighbouring nodes overlap. The routing zone has a radius rdenoted byhops. The zone thus includes the nodes, 
whose distance from the node is at most rhops. Figure1 illustrates that, the routing zone of S consists of the nodes 
A–I, but not K. In the illustrations, the radius is pointed as a circle around the node. It should however, be noted that 
the zone is not a physical distance, rather it is defined in hops [6]. 

 

 
Fig 1: Example routing zone with r=2 

 
The nodes of a zone are partitioned into horizon nodes and interior nodes. Horizon nodes are those nodes whose 
minimum distance from the centre node is exactly equal to the zone radius r. The nodes whose, minimal distance is 
comparatively less than radius rare interior nodes. The nodes having distance equal to zone radius r are horizon 
nodes and nodes with distance more than radius r are exterior nodes. In Figure 1, the nodes A, B, C, D, E and F are 
interior nodes, the nodes G, H, I and J are horizon nodes and node K lies outside the routing zone. The node G can 
be reached in two ways, one with hop count 2 and another with hop count 3. The node is said to be within the zone, 
because the shortest path is less than or equal to the zone radius [6]. 
We are assuming that:- 
 The radius of the zone will be r = 2 
 The nodes within the zone will be called as neighbour nodes for each other. 
 It may be possible that a node belongs to multiple zones. That means overlapping zones are possible. 
 
We are categorizing nodes in four as: – 
 Interior nodes- nodes that are within the zone (Hop Count <r). 
 Horizon nodes- nodes that are on the periphery and within the zone (Hop Count = r). 
 Exterior nodes- nodes that are outside the zone (Hop Count >r). 
 Bouncer nodes- on the periphery with privilege (Hop Count = r) and considered that it can never be compromised. 
ZRP protocol is composed of three sub-protocols, i.e. IARP (Intrazone Routing Protocol); BRP (Bordercast 
Resolution Protocol) and IERP (Interzone Routing Protocol). IARP sub-protocol can use any kind of active routing 
protocols which maintain the route of entire routing zone. Traditional active link-state protocols which maintain 
routing of the entire network can be restructured as IARP [7]. 
 
BRP uses the intrazone routing information provided by IARP to construct a bordercast tree. The query packet from 
the source node is efficiently forwarded along the bordercast tree to the regions of the network which haven’t been 
queried before [7]. 
 
IERP is responsible for discovering the route to the destination nodes outside the region on demand [7]. 
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Fig 2: ZRP architecture 

4. BLACK HOLE ATTACK 
Blackholes refer to places in the network where incoming traffic is dropped without informing the source that the data 
did not reach its intended recipient. In Blackhole Attack a node uses the protocol and advertises itself as having the 
shortest path to the destination node where the packet is destined to. 
 
Blackhole attack can occur when the malicious node present in the network is intended to attack directly the data traffic 
and intentionally drops, delay or alter the data traffic passing through it [8]. In black hole attack, blackhole node acts 
like black hole in the universe, it consumes all the traffic towards itself and doesn’t forward to other nodes [9]. There 
are two types of black hole attack- 
 
4.1 Single black hole node 
In the Black hole attack with single malicious node, only one node will act as malicious node in a zone. Other nodes of 
the zone will be authentic [10]. 

 
Fig 3: Single malicious node 

4.2 Collaborative black hole attack 
In Collaborative Black Hole Attack multiple nodes in a group act as malicious node. It is also known as Black Hole 
Attack with multiple malicious nodes [10]. 
 

 
Fig 4: Multiple malicious nodes 

5. PROPOSED WORK 
IARP is proactive protocol and is used inside the zone whereas IERP is reactive protocol and is used between the 
routing zones. Due to the sensibility of IERP, IERP is weaker than IARP.There is no security method in the ZRP. In 
this paper we are proposing a secure mechanism against blackhole attack for ZRP protocol viz. Secure Detection 
Technique (SDT). 
 
In SDT algorithm, we have divided security in two parts:- 
(i) When communication takes place within the local zone.  
(ii) When inter zone communication takes place. 
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In this algorithm a code for con probe packet has been written, this code helps in discovering and preventing 
blackhole node. 
When communication takes place within local zone, source node floodsthe con probe packet. This packet contains an 
illusionary address of non-existent (NE) node. This packet is received by the immediate neighbour. All the 
neighbouring nodes check their entries in the routing table than they forward message to their immediate neighbour 
only if they are not blackhole node. If there is a blackhole node present in the zone, then it willrapidly response to 
the packet it receives from source node through the intermediate node. After receiving reply from blackhole node, 
source node detects it as a malicious node present in the network. After this, the source node sends information to its 
immediate neighbour for updating their entries and block blackhole node. Each intermediate node from source to 
blackhole node will make an entry for caught blackhole node.This algorithm works for the security for inter zone 
communication as well as intra zone communication. 
Suppose, N1, N2, N3…Nn-1are the nodes between the source N0 and the destination Nn (we are considering Nn as 
black hole node). 

 5.1 Secure Detection Technique 
The SDT for ZRP is based on the following algorithm- 
Step-1 
1    Source, N0 
2    Generate REQ (NE) IARP 
3    Forward REQ (NE) IERP/BRP 
Step-2 
4    Intermediate Node N1, N2 …Nn-2 
5    Propagate REQ (NE) IERP/BRP 
Step-3 
6    Previous Next Hop Nn-1 
7    Deliver REQ (NE) IERP/BRP 
Step-4 
8    Destination (Blackhole node) Nn 
9    REP (NE) IERP/BRP 
Step-5 
10   Previous Next Hop Nn-1 
11   REP (NE) Nn-1 
Step-6 
12   Source, N0 
13   Receive REP (NE) Nn-1 …N2, N1 
14   Send BLOCK (Nn, NE) IERP/BRP 
15   Update BLACKHOLE node Entry 
Step-7 
16   Nn-1 
17   Receive BLOCK (Nn, NE) IERP/BRP 
18   Delete RouteEntry (NE) 
19   Update Neighbouring Node 
The algorithm works as- 
 
To catch the blackhole node, source node N0 sends conprobe packet i.e. REQ packet which contains the address of 
the non-existent destinationnode, to the immediate neighbour node N2. Neighbour node check its routing table for 
entry of destination node. If there is no entry in the table it will propagate the REQ message to the intermediate 
nodes till Nn-1 node. Previous Next Hop Nn-1 delivers this REQ packet to the destination Nn. The destination 
blackhole node Nn then quickly send a reply REPpacket correspond to REQ packet saying that it has a shortest route 
for non-existent destination node. The Nn node sends this REP packet back to the nodes in the discovered route. 
Source node N0receives REP(NE) Nn-1…N2, N1 packet and send BLOCK (Nn, NE)IERP/BRP packet to Nn-1 node. 
Now the source node broadcast this information to all nodes to block and delete entry for Nn node and also each 
intermediate node will update blackhole node entry in separate table. 
 
6. FUTURE WORK 
In future we will implement SDT algorithm using well defined scripts and feasible code. Simulation work will be 
carried out in NS-2.Using simulation we will show that SDT performed well with low overhead and resists the 
blackhole attack. 
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7. CONCLUSION 
Secure detection technique (SDT) for zone routing protocol in MANETS is designed to detect and block blackhole node in the 
zone. There have been several enhanced ZRP techniques that uses computationally intensive encryption and decryption technique 
and are complex and heavy weight. 
Present work is novel approach towards balckhole node detection and prevention. It is very light weight and less complex. In this 
paper we have proposed a secure and flexible technique which can be used to meet desired security and performance features. 
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